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5Neoliberalism exists in two forms: policy and ideology. On 
the policy side, a crusade of deregulation, privatization, and 
competition was ushered in by Neoliberal politicians like 
Margaret Thatcher and Ronald Reagan. On the ideology 
side, Neoliberalism constructs for us a series of truth games. 
It tells us: our society is too complex for us to understand, 
and therefore it can not be ordered by humans. In contrast, 
the market is itself a mechanism of spontaneous order, and 
therefore is better suited to calculate, process, and order 
our society. Subsequently, it is humans who must adapt to 
the needs of the market.
The result is the financialization of everything, and the 
production of a subject who is most compatible with the 
needs of the market. This subject is pacified, so as to numb 
criticality, and this subject’s human capital is maximized, 
spending all time producing or consuming. The market 
operates as the head of design of our cities, and builds 
environments which perpetuate its ideal subject.
In the landscape of tax breaks, enterprise zones, and 
visa incentives, particular environments emerge which 
project the agenda of the market in its most raw state. 
These environments, capital imaginaries, are produced by 
Neoliberal policy and naturalize Neoliberal ideology. Inside, 
they reveal the production of the Neoliberal Subject which 
exists in all spaces.
The Neoliberal Subject is comprised of three parts, and 
for each part I have developed a case study on a capital 
imaginary whose construction is directly in pursuit of its 
production. First, the Depoliticized Individual. In my own truth 
games, I assert that Kop van Zuid in Rotterdam is about the 
view. The view constructs the individual, and in such a way 
that they are depoliticized. Second, the Uncritical Laborer. 
In these truth games, I assert that Canary Wharf in London 
is a simulacrum. The simulacrum constructs the laborer, 
and in such a way that they are made uncritical. Third, the 
Entertained Consumer. In these truth games, I assert that 
Hudson Yards is about the experience. The experience 
constructs the consumer, and in such a way that they are 
constantly entertained. 
The Neoliberal Subject as naturalized by Capital Imaginaries 
is a terrifying figure. They have been pacified, castrated, 
and are constantly either producing or consuming. They 
are burnt out, stressed out, and are under the impression it 
is due to their own flaws. Far from honoring our ‘Right to the 
City’ the landscapes of capital we produce are naturalizing 
our own demise.
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1968 
Rotterdam metro opens, connecting the south bank to the city.
1977
Holland America Line head oce leaves
Kop van Zuid location
1996
Erasmusbrug completed, providing easy access to Wilhelminapier
1997
Wilhelminapier metro station opens
1993
Watertaxi stop provides connection 
between north bank and Hotel New York
1993
Hotel New York is first 
tennant on Kop van Zuid
1988
Daan van der Have pitches 
Hotel New York
1988
Riek Bakker’s council granted 3 million 
guilder loan and 1.5 million guilder subsidy 
to van der Have to develop Hotel New York
1991
Kantine Werklust (restaurant) opens in 
under-construction Hotel New York. 
Becomes extremely popular.
1993
The sucess of Hotel New 
York made Kop van Zuid a 
place where people 
wanted to see and be seen
1940 
German bombing of Rotterdam
24,000 houses destroyed
1901
Woningwet 1901:
- Provided state with the power 
to subsidize private housing 
corporations
- Allowed private organizations 
with government support to 
build for the ‘general good’
“Subsidy Socialism!”
Radical Right-wing politician
Leefbaar (livable) Rotterdam
1960 - 1974 
Port Moves Downstream
1986 
Masterplan Commissioned
- a high-quality mixed use area
- eye-catching buildings
- lively waterfront
- connected directly to the city center
- helped to change the image of Rotterdam
- create high-income housing to balance demographic
1998
As soon as there was clear public sector commitment, private sector interest grew
Building proposals with benefits for both 
public and private sector were chosen 
for the Wilhelminapier
1993 
European Union formed
1997
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Vision of Rotterdam as:
- Service center for transport and logistics
- Incubator for creative sector
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Masterplan for Kop van Zuid by Teun Koolhaas
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Kop van 
Zuid
Had a vision for Kop van Zuid based on a gaze from a hotel window
Kop van Zuid has been developed 
thanks to the “magic of images”
2009 
Masterplan revised, max heights raised
Public Commitment:
- New Metro station
- Moving oces to new location
- Build public colleges
- Relocate Luxor Theatre
1995
Nieuwe Luxor Theater Competition
Publically funded project
1996
Peter Wilson selected as winner
The role of the public sector was extended 
from being the initiator to being also the 
major developer and risk taker. 
With the development of Kop van Zuid, 
Rotterdam has come to resemble more than ever 
the image of it that emerged in the beginning of 
the 20th century: 
modern
spacious
big
with an American-style skyline
in contact with the world
The city has never lent itself better to being 
photographed and filmed as a metropolis
Kop van Zuid Development Team
1993 
National and local government funding secured
for Erasmus Bridge and new Metro Station
1998 
Rem Koolhaas designs De Rotterdam
2009 
Dutch government commits to renting 25,000 m2 in oce space
in De Rotterdam
2009 
Construction on De Rotterdam begins
2015 
Competition for ‘The Sax’ one of the 
final buldings from the masterplan
2017
MVRDV selected as the winner of 
the Sax competition with developers 
BPD Bouwfonds Property 
Development, Ontwikkeling B.V. and 
SYNCHROON Ontwikkelaars
2000
After state controlled housing cooperatives 
pioneered construction of apartment 
buildings and housing blocks, privately 
financed oce buildings followed.
The image of the city had to be changed to entice private sector investment 
This was pursued by:
- Eye catching, highly visible structures
- Committing public resources to transport and infrastructure
-  Committing public resources to public facilities and the environment
1991
Rotterdam Development Corporation (OBR) enacted 
the Mutual Benefit program to:
- Generate Employment
- Strengthen the local social and economic structure
- Develop innovative products and services
OBR Structure
2002
Updated Masterplan by the Municipality of Rotterdam
Allowed for Mixed Use
Master plan was built to adapt to changing trends
on the site and needs of developers
a balance between a free enterprise city like New York 
and a well controlled and equitable garden city
2004
As intended, the area’s image began to 
improve, attracting private investment in 
high quality housing
from an industrial port to 
‘Manhattan on the Maas’
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Housing corporations were privatized as Maatschappelijke 
Ondernemingen, semi-public organizations with public objectives
1950
1989
1945
Housing shortage after 
WWII National Government 
powers extended to build 
social housing
Changing organization of   Housing Corporations
1968 
Rotterdam metro opens, connecting the south bank to the city.
1977
Holland America Line head oce leaves
Kop van Zuid location
1996
Erasmusbrug completed, providing easy access to Wilhelminapier
1997
Wilhelminapier metro station opens
1993
Watertaxi stop provides connection 
between north bank and Hotel New York
1993
Hotel New York is first 
tennant on Kop van Zuid
1988
Daan van der Have pitches 
Hotel New York
1988
Riek Bakker’s council granted 3 million 
guilder loan and 1.5 million guilder subsidy 
to van der Have to develop Hotel New York
1991
Kantine Werklust (restaurant) opens in 
under-construction Hotel New York. 
Becomes extremely popular.
1993
The sucess of Hotel New 
York made Kop van Zuid a 
place where people 
wanted to see and be seen
1940 
German bombing of Rotterdam
24,000 houses destroyed
1901
Woningwet 1901:
- Provided state with the power 
to subsidize private housing 
corporations
- Allowed private organizations 
with government support to 
build for the ‘general good’
“Subsidy Socialism!”
Radical Right-wing politician
Leefbaar (livable) Rotterdam
1960 - 1974 
Port Moves Downstream
1986 
Masterplan Commissioned
- a high-quality mixed use area
- eye-catching buildings
- lively waterfront
- connected directly to the city center
- helped to change the image of Rotterdam
- create high-income housing to balance demographic
1998
As soon as there was clear public sector commitment, private sector interest grew
Building proposals with benefits for both 
public and private sector were chosen 
for the Wilhelminapier
1993 
European Union formed
1997
Koers 2005
Vision of Rotterdam as:
- Service center for transport and logistics
- Incubator for creative sector
1991 
Rotterdam City Council approves masterplan
1994 
National government approves masterplan
Architects Involved with Plan:
Peter Wilson of Bolles + Wilson
Francine Houben of Mecanoo
1992 
Provincial government approves masterplan
1987 
Masterplan for Kop van Zuid by Teun Koolhaas
Proposed a ‘collage city’:  
1978 
Initial 
masterplan 
created to 
develop 
social 
housing on 
Kop van 
Zuid
Had a vision for Kop van Zuid based on a gaze from a hotel window
Kop van Zuid has been developed 
thanks to the “magic of images”
2009 
Masterplan revised, max heights raised
Public Commitment:
- New Metro station
- Moving oces to new location
- Build public colleges
- Relocate Luxor Theatre
1995
Nieuwe Luxor Theater Competition
Publically funded project
1996
Peter Wilson selected as winner
The role of the public sector was extended 
from being the initiator to being also the 
major developer and risk taker. 
With the development of Kop van Zuid, 
Rotterdam has come to resemble more than ever 
the image of it that emerged in the beginning of 
the 20th century: 
modern
spacious
big
with an American-style skyline
in contact with the world
The city has never lent itself better to being 
photographed and filmed as a metropolis
Kop van Zuid Development Team
1993 
National and local government funding secured
for Erasmus Bridge and new Metro Station
1998 
Rem Koolhaas designs De Rotterdam
2009 
Dutch government commits to renting 25,000 m2 in oce space
in De Rotterdam
2009 
Construction on De Rotterdam begins
2015 
Competition for ‘The Sax’ one of the 
final buldings from the masterplan
2017
MVRDV selected as the winner of 
the Sax competition with developers 
BPD Bouwfonds Property 
Development, Ontwikkeling B.V. and 
SYNCHROON Ontwikkelaars
2000
After state controlled housing cooperatives 
pioneered construction of apartment 
buildings and housing blocks, privately 
financed oce buildings followed.
The image of the city had to be changed to entice private sector investment 
This was pursued by:
- Eye catching, highly visible structures
- Committing public resources to transport and infrastructure
-  Committing public resources to public facilities and the environment
1991
Rotterdam Development Corporation (OBR) enacted 
the Mutual Benefit program to:
- Generate Employment
- Strengthen the local social and economic structure
- Develop innovative products and services
OBR Structure
2002
Updated Masterplan by the Municipality of Rotterdam
Allowed for Mixed Use
Master plan was built to adapt to changing trends
on the site and needs of developers
a balance between a free enterprise city like New York 
and a well controlled and equitable garden city
2004
As intended, the area’s image began to 
improve, attracting private investment in 
high quality housing
from an industrial port to 
‘Manhattan on the Maas’
N
eo
lib
eral Turn
1992 
Woningwet 1901 ammended
Parties Involved:
- Land Owner: Rotterdam City Development Corporation
- Planning and Housing Department
- Rotterdam Transport Company
- Public Works Department
- Port Authorities
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Kop van Zuid: Timeline
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Bolles + Wilson
2001
Nieuwe Luxor Theater
MVRDV
2020
The Sax
Van Dongen-Koschuch
2017
Boston + Seattle
Alvaro Siza
2010
New Orleans
Mecanoo
2005
Montevideo
Dorinne de Vos
1917 / 1993
Hotel New York
Bentham Crouwel
1953 / 2008
Las Palmas
Team V
2022
Chicago
AWG Architecten
1891 / 2017
Pakhuis Meesteren
Van Rassel + H.O.L.Y.
1896 / 1998
Leidsche Veem
UNStudio
1996
Erasmusbrug
Renzo Piano
2000
KPN Tower
OMA
2013
De Rotterdam
TomDavid Architecten
1950 / 2015
CruiseTerminal Rotterdam
Norman Foster + Partners
2001
World Port Center
Built by government for 150 million  euro
The bridge was reported by architectural critics
to be the finishing touch to the image of the city
Client
Peter Wilson of Bolles + Wilson sat on 
the masterplan committee
Wilhelminakade 52 Rotterdam B.V. 
(Volkerwessels / Van Agtmaa)
“Granted, we didn’t need it in terms of trac, but we 
certainly did in terms of image”
Despite being 15 million guilders (7.5 million euro) 
more expensive, the bridge was chosen for its 
iconic silhouette
 Cleo Hupkes-Lenger
Project Manager of Port of Rotterdam
 William Properties
Client
Client
Client
Client
Client
Client
Client
OntwikkelingsBedrijf Rotterdam
OBR Rotterdam Development
OntwikkelingsBedrijf Rotterdam
OBR Rotterdam Development
Ontwikkeling B.V.
(Development)
V.O.F. Pier III
Client
Daan van der Have and Hans Loos
Local Entrepreneurs
Client
Client
2017
Aquired by MCAP global finance 
LLP (UK), a subsidiary of a New 
York-based investment firm
2015
Acquired by Rabobank
2016
Aquired by Amundi Real Estate
nhow run by Molsbergen, 
consultants: HSG and OMA
Received  €1.75 million loan 
and  €750,000 subsidy 
from Riek Bakker’s team
Restaurant run during 
construction made 
Hotel New York 
extremely popular
Pitched idea to 
turn dilapidated 
building into the 
place to be
International
Guesthouse
450 
Luxury
Apartments
Apartments
Apartments
234
Luxury
Apartments
Luxury 
Apartments
Hotel
Student
Housing Longstay 
apartments
Event Space
Event Space
Client
Client
TRS Ontwikkeling
Client
Client
Francine Houben of Mecanoo sat on 
the masterplan committee
Northern Rotterdam
Katendrecht
Southern Rotterdam
“Visually 
striking for 
two main 
reasons: it is 
inclined, and 
its facade can 
be used as an 
electronic 
billboard for 
graphic 
projections”
“De Rotterdam's 
stacked towers 
are arranged in a 
subtly irregular 
cluster that 
refuses to resolve 
into a singular form 
and produces 
intriguing new 
views from 
di§erent 
perspectives. “
“The former Tobacco warehouse dates back to the 19th 
century. The bulding is a monument. The facade has 
carefully been restored while the tower addition make an 
entrance from the  Erasmusbrug.”
“The New Luxor Theatre faces both the Maas 
River and Rijn Harbour - A multiple orientation, a 
single wrapping facade, a 360° building.”
“The façade features a contemporary 
reinterpretation of the bay window, 
providing views for each unit with the 
advantage of allowing individual and 
unique apartments in this large 
collective complex. This windowed 
e§ect adds an extra dimension in 
experiencing the view onto 
Rotterdam.”
“The towers have a cruciform plan for optimal view of the 
harbors and natural lighting throughout the day.”
“Tallest residential tower in the 
Netherlands inspired by the 
skyscrapers of New York.”
“On Wilhelminapier there remains a warehouse from 
the former Pakhuismeesteren, that was used to store 
tea, seeds, and nuts. The characteristic monumental 
elements were left in tact.”
“This former warehouse building is of great 
cultural-historical and architectural value. A 
thorough renovation of the existing cladding has 
reinstated its original ambiance.”
“A new hotel is to be realized on the 
historic Wilhelminapier in Rotterdam. 
The ‘floating’ pool connecting the two 
buildings will be largely transparent, so 
that people swimming above will be 
visible to those on the square below, 
and vice versa.”
“Lying in your bed you can see 
through a large porthole the 
passing ships on the Maas.”
“Cruise ship terminal with elevated café terrace providing stunning 
views over the river and of Rotterdam's skyline”
“The World Port 
Center, with its 
state-of-the-art 
appearance and 
unique location has 
been considered 
one of the most 
prestigious 
showpieces for the 
city of Rotterdam 
for almost twenty 
years. The 
semi-circular 
U-shape and the 
large windows of 
the WPC, which 
o§er a spectacular 
180 degree view of 
the port of 
Rotterdam.”
“Sitting at a table in the gigantic 
dining room or lying on a bed in 
one of the hotel rooms 
overlooking the water,your 
perception of Rotterdam is 
being shaped for you. Much 
more than a hotel cum restaurant 
, Hotel New York is nothing short 
of a spectacular stage set from 
which to experience Rotterdam.”
The story about the glimpse from Riek Bakker’s hotel window 
illustrates how one of Rotterdam’s key urban initiatives began 
with a view of the city sooner associated with a photographer 
or painter than with an urban designer. 
The iconic strength of Kop van Zuid is not something 
accidental, but is owed to that glimpse.
It was that gaze that put Rotterdam in a whole new 
perspective.
From Imagine a Metropolis: Rotterdam’s Creative Class
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The View disconnects one from 
the reality of the urban. It is a 
picture
KOP VAN ZUID
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https://vimeo.com/383450223
password: hanneke
Kop van Zuid: Film
Capital Imaginaries: Kop van Zuid
The Depoliticized Individual
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Kop van Zuid: Film Stills
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Naturalizing the Neoliberal Subject
Canary Wharf
The Uncritical Laborer
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London, UK
CANARY WHARF
London, UK
CANARY WHARF
Canary Wharf: Site Plan
London East End
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CANARY WHARF
1981 - 2014
Roman City of London
410 AD
Monarchy Moves to Westminster
200 AD
Aristocrats Develop West
200 AD
Port is Moved to Isle of Dogs
200 AD
Working Class District Develops around Port
200 AD
Port Moves further from the City
1970
Abandoned Docks Site for New Financial Center
1991
Margaret Thatcher: Prime Minister 1979 - 1990
Isle of Dogs Enterprise Zone 1982 - 1992
Michael Heseltine Secretary 
for the Environment 1979 - 1983
Michael Heseltine 
Secretary for the
Environment
Reg Ward: Chief Executive LDDC1981 - 1988
London Docklands Development Corporation
Olympia + York (Paul Reichmann)G. Ware Travelstead
Owner of Canary Wharf:
Canary Wharf Group (Paul Reichmann) Canary Wharf Group (Songbird aka Morgan Stanley) Canary Wharf Group (Songbird aka Qatar + Brookfield)Canary Wharf GroupBanks
George Iacobescu: Chairman CEO of CWGGeorge Iacobescu: Chief Executive Canary Wharf GroupDeputy Chief Executive 
George Iacobescu: Senior VP at O+Y
1993
Jubilee Line extension started
1988 
Land value increased tenfold, 
with waterside sites fetching 
over £1 million/acre
The LDDC marks a distinct shift in urban policy 
towards the interests of capital and the requirements 
of private investors over the local authorities and 
social interests
October 1987 
Black Monday
1980 
Local Government, Planning and Land Act 1980: 
Provided legal basis for Urban Development Corporations (UDCs)
- Fall outside the control of locally elected politicians, but are accountable to Parliament through the Secretary of State for the Environment
- Use their resources primarily as a lever to attract private investment
- Flexible approach to planning, ‘be opportunist with regards to proposals from developers’
1979 
Currency exchange controls abolished
British residents gained unrestricted right to buy and sell currency
1981 
British Government set up the quasi-autonomous Governmental development agency: London Docklands Development Corporation 
to initiate development of the public land in Docklands to make situations attractive to private investment
LDDC Achievements by 1988
- Total Area: 2.226 hectares
- Land Sold for Redevelopment: 431,40 hectares
- Derelict Land Reclaimed: 762,43 hectares
- Houses: 24.046 new units
- Commercial and Industrial Space: 25 million m2
- Employment Creation: 85.000 new jobs
- Docklands Light Railway, City of London airport and road improvements
- Total Public Investment (Government Grant): £ 1,86 billion
- Total Private Investment: £ 7,70 billion
1979 
Confidential dispatch to London entitled “Britain’s Decline”
Britain no longer a world power, not even within Europe
Market forces would be the only way to achieve urban regeneration 
and the old planning system was inhibiting the market to work
1976 
British Government bailed out by IMF
1979 
Strikes during the ‘Winter of Discontent’
1987 
Thatcher calls Paul Reichmann, “you are the only developer who can do Canary Wharf”
1987  
Reichmann sends team to examine
Verdict: Don’t touch it
1987 
Thatcher continues persuasion
1981 
LDDC Initial annual grant of £70 million 
1998
LDDC final annual grant of £300 million 
Department of the environment was the main patron of the LDDC
First task of LDDC was to build houses
1998
44% home ownership in Docklands
Generous tax breaks and zoning leniency to attract investment
1987 
Olympia + York takes over Canary Wharf project 
from G. Ware Travelstead, the largest 
development in the world
1984 
G. Ware Travelstead (US) 
proposes Canary Wharf, a 
10m ft2 financial center, far 
more ambitious
than the plans of the 
enterprise zone
1985 
SOM Masterplan
1986 
‘Big Bang’ Technology Reform
- Deregulation of the banking sector
- Banks can leave the ‘square mile’
- Foreign banks can move in
- Trading can happen outside of the singular trading floor 
1986 
General 75% intiial allowance against tax for 
industrial investment abolished except in 
Enterprise Zones
1983 
Big Bang agreement singed
1987 
Docklands Light 
Railway Opens
1994 
Docklands Light Railway 
expansion 2 opens
2009 
Docklands Light Railway 
expansion 3 opens
1991 
Docklands  Light Railway 
expansion  1 opens
1993 
Limehouse link road opened
1987 
City Airport Opens
1988 
Construction begins
1991 
Canary Wharf Opens
1992
Olympia + York goes into bankruptcy, owing $20bn
1992
Property Crash
1993 
Canary Wharf group emerges from administration/bankruptcy
Builder, Landloard, Owner of all Freeholds (land) and half the buildings
1995 
75% of property leased at Canary Wharf
1995 
Canary Wharf Group aquired by Paul 
Reichmann, Franklin Mutual Series Fund, and 
Prince Al-Waleed bin Talal for £800 million
1999 
Canary Wharf Group floated on London Stock 
Exchange
1999 
Jubilee line extension opens
2004 
Canary Wharf Group taken over by 
Songbird (Morgan Stanley) for 
£1.7bn Paul Reichmann expelled
1996 
IRA planted bomb, killing 2 people and causing £100 million of damage
Destroying 1,000,00m2 of o¬ce space
2009 
Qatari investment 
authority and Brookfield 
(CN) bought Canary 
Wharf Portfolio from 
Songbird for £2.6bn 
2014 
Original SOM 
masterplan 
completed
Development within the zone is free from zoning restrictions 
such as use, meaning warehouses could be turned to o¬ces 
without further permission.
The zone was set up with a planning scheme and any proposed 
development that conformed to the scheme was deemed to have 
been given planning consent.
No development land tax
100% capital allowance for new commercial/industrial buildings 
to be set against corporation and income taxes
£20,850,000 cost of the site and building would be reduced to 
£15,400,000 by the tax concessions
Zoning Benefits
Tax Benefits
Primary Neoliberal politician. Policy included:
Deregulation, flexible labor markets, privatization of state assests, reduction of union power
1981 
Home ownership is 5%
Land values averaged £50,000/acre
1940
1981
410 AD
Roman City of London
12th Century
Monarchy Moves to Westminster
Late 18th Century
Aristocrats Develop West
Early 19th Century
Port Moves Downriver
Early 19th Century
Working Class District Develops around Port
Late 1960s
Containerization Pushes Docks West
19 0s
New Financial Center Built on Abandoned Docks
1988, 
Top rent Canary Wharf = 
£20 per sq.ft
The City = £60 per sq.ft.
1987 
Bank lending to property 
sector in UK = ~£15 billion
1991 
Bank lending to  
property sector in 
UK= ~£42 billion
1993
Private sector contribution to the Jubilee line extension £400 million
Isle of Dogs Enterprise Zone
Provides land and infrastructure for development and attracts private investment
- Promoting undemocratic practices (minimal political/societal support needed)
- Marginalizing planning and social concerns and by using the market as major 
driving force for urban development
- Public services to benefits the local population remained under responsibility 
of local authorities
- Cumpulsory purchase of land to sell to private developers
- Prepare land for regeneration and provide improvements in infrastructure
- Created developer-friendly planning procedures and land developing 
incentives
- Leader is appointed by British Government (typically former top management 
from finance/development world)
- LDDC overrules local government authority’s planning powers
- Financed by central gov. grants and land sales for development
- Moved project forward independent of the market conditions
Criticism
Powers
London Docklands Development Corporation
‘be opportunist with regards to proposals from developers’
The development process is mainly characterized by the 
market-oriented and top down approach where the central 
government manipulated decision-making and planning 
processes, land values and property markets in order to 
secure the private developers interest
1987 
Docklands Light 
Railway 
Construction
Begins
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Isle of Dogs Enterprise Zone
Provides land and infrastructure for development and attracts private investment
- Promoting undemocratic practices (minimal political/societal support needed)
- Marginalizing planning and social concerns and by using the market as major 
driving force for urban development
- Public services to benefits the local population remained under responsibility 
of local authorities
- Cumpulsory purchase of land to sell to private developers
- Prepare land for regeneration and provide improvements in infrastructure
- Created developer-friendly planning procedures and land developing 
incentives
- Leader is appointed by British Government (typically former top management 
from finance/development world)
- LDDC overrules local government authority’s planning powers
- Financed by central gov. grants and land sales for development
- Moved project forward independent of the market conditions
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London Docklands Development Corporation
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secure the private developers interest
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- Docklands Light Railway, City of London airport and road improvements
- Total Public Investment (Government Grant): £ 1,86 billion
- Total Private Investment: £ 7,70 billion
1979 
Confidential dispatch to London entitled “Britain’s Decline”
Britain no longer a world power, not even within Europe
Market forces would be the only way to achieve urban regeneration 
and the old planning system was inhibiting the market to work
1976 
British Government bailed out by IMF
1979 
Strikes during the ‘Winter of Discontent’
1987 
Thatcher calls Paul Reichmann, “you are the only developer who can do Canary Wharf”
1987  
Reichmann sends team to examine
Verdict: Don’t touch it
1987 
Thatcher continues persuasion
1981 
LDDC Initial annual grant of £70 million 
1998
LDDC final annual grant of £300 million 
Department of the environment was the main patron of the LDDC
First task of LDDC was to build houses
1998
44% home ownership in Docklands
Generous tax breaks and zoning leniency to attract investment
1987 
Olympia + York takes over Canary Wharf project 
from G. Ware Travelstead, the largest 
development in the world
1984 
G. Ware Travelstead (US) 
proposes Canary Wharf, a 
10m ft2 financial center, far 
more ambitious
than the plans of the 
enterprise zone
1985 
SOM Masterplan
1986 
‘Big Bang’ Technology Reform
- Deregulation of the banking sector
- Banks can leave the ‘square mile’
- Foreign banks can move in
- Trading can happen outside of the singular trading floor 
1986 
General 75% intiial allowance against tax for 
industrial investment abolished except in 
Enterprise Zones
1983 
Big Bang agreement singed
1987 
Docklands Light 
Railway Opens
1994 
Docklands Light Railway 
expansion 2 opens
2009 
Docklands Light Railway 
expansion 3 opens
1991 
Docklands  Light Railway 
expansion  1 opens
1993 
Limehouse link road opened
1987 
City Airport Opens
1988 
Construction begins
1991 
Canary Wharf Opens
1992
Olympia + York goes into bankruptcy, owing $20bn
1992
Property Crash
1993 
Canary Wharf group emerges from administration/bankruptcy
Builder, Landloard, Owner of all Freeholds (land) and half the buildings
1995 
75% of property leased at Canary Wharf
1995 
Canary Wharf Group aquired by Paul 
Reichmann, Franklin Mutual Series Fund, and 
Prince Al-Waleed bin Talal for £800 million
1999 
Canary Wharf Group floated on London Stock 
Exchange
1999 
Jubilee line extension opens
2004 
Canary Wharf Group taken over by 
Songbird (Morgan Stanley) for 
£1.7bn Paul Reichmann expelled
1996 
IRA planted bomb, killing 2 people and causing £100 million of damage
Destroying 1,000,00m2 of o¬ce space
2009 
Qatari investment 
authority and Brookfield 
(CN) bought Canary 
Wharf Portfolio from 
Songbird for £2.6bn 
2014 
Original SOM 
masterplan 
completed
Development within the zone is free from zoning restrictions 
such as use, meaning warehouses could be turned to o¬ces 
without further permission.
The zone was set up with a planning scheme and any proposed 
development that conformed to the scheme was deemed to have 
been given planning consent.
No development land tax
100% capital allowance for new commercial/industrial buildings 
to be set against corporation and income taxes
£20,850,000 cost of the site and building would be reduced to 
£15,400,000 by the tax concessions
Zoning Benefits
Tax Benefits
Primary Neoliberal politician. Policy included:
Deregulation, flexible labor markets, privatization of state assests, reduction of union power
1981 
Home ownership is 5%
Land values averaged £50,000/acre
1940
1981
410 AD
Roman City of London
12th Century
Monarchy Moves to Westminster
Late 18th Century
Aristocrats Develop West
Early 19th Century
Port Moves Downriver
Early 19th Century
Working Class District Develops around Port
Late 1960s
Containerization Pushes Docks West
19 0s
New Financial Center Built on Abandoned Docks
1988, 
Top rent Canary Wharf = 
£20 per sq.ft
The City = £60 per sq.ft.
1987 
Bank lending to property 
sector in UK = ~£15 billion
1991 
Bank lending to  
property sector in 
UK= ~£42 billion
1993
Private sector contribution to the Jubilee line extension £400 million
Isle of Dogs Enterprise Zone
Provides land and infrastructure for development and attracts private investment
- Promoting undemocratic practices (minimal political/societal support needed)
- Marginalizing planning and social concerns and by using the market as major 
driving force for urban development
- Public services to benefits the local population remained under responsibility 
of local authorities
- Cumpulsory purchase of land to sell to private developers
- Prepare land for regeneration and provide improvements in infrastructure
- Created developer-friendly planning procedures and land developing 
incentives
- Leader is appointed by British Government (typically former top management 
from finance/development world)
- LDDC overrules local government authority’s planning powers
- Financed by central gov. grants and land sales for development
- Moved project forward independent of the market conditions
Criticism
Powers
London Docklands Development Corporation
‘be opportunist with regards to proposals from developers’
The development process is mainly characterized by the 
market-oriented and top down approach where the central 
government manipulated decision-making and planning 
processes, land values and property markets in order to 
secure the private developers interest
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Construction
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- Use their resources primarily as a lever to attract private investment
- Flexible approach to planning, ‘be opportunist with regards to proposals from developers’
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Currency exchange controls abolished
British residents gained unrestricted right to buy and sell currency
1981 
British Government set up the quasi-autonomous Governmental development agency: London Docklands Development Corporation 
to initiate development of the public land in Docklands to make situations attractive to private investment
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- Total Area: 2.226 hectares
- Land Sold for Redevelopment: 431,40 hectares
- Derelict Land Reclaimed: 762,43 hectares
- Houses: 24.046 new units
- Commercial and Industrial Space: 25 million m2
- Employment Creation: 85.000 new jobs
- Docklands Light Railway, City of London airport and road improvements
- Total Public Investment (Government Grant): £ 1,86 billion
- Total Private Investment: £ 7,70 billion
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Confidential dispatch to London entitled “Britain’s Decline”
Britain no longer a world power, not even within Europe
Market forces would be the only way to achieve urban regeneration 
and the old planning system was inhibiting the market to work
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such as use, meaning warehouses could be turned to o¬ces 
without further permission.
The zone was set up with a planning scheme and any proposed 
development that conformed to the scheme was deemed to have 
been given planning consent.
No development land tax
100% capital allowance for new commercial/industrial buildings 
to be set against corporation and income taxes
£20,850,000 cost of the site and building would be reduced to 
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Isle of Dogs Enterprise Zone
Provides land and infrastructure for development and attracts private investment
- Promoting undemocratic practices (minimal political/societal support needed)
- Marginalizing planning and social concerns and by using the market as major 
driving force for urban development
- Public services to benefits the local population remained under responsibility 
of local authorities
- Cumpulsory purchase of land to sell to private developers
- Prepare land for regeneration and provide improvements in infrastructure
- Created developer-friendly planning procedures and land developing 
incentives
- Leader is appointed by British Government (typically former top management 
from finance/development world)
- LDDC overrules local government authority’s planning powers
- Financed by central gov. grants and land sales for development
- Moved project forward independent of the market conditions
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London Docklands Development Corporation
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The development process is mainly characterized by the 
market-oriented and top down approach where the central 
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processes, land values and property markets in order to 
secure the private developers interest
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CANARY WHARF
The Truth Games of
All the friction of urbanity is 
sanded out
Canary Wharf is
a Simulacrum
The Simulacrum constructs
the Laborer
The Laborer is made Uncritical
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The Simulacrum enables Canary Wharf to construct 
The Uncritical Laborer
Everything carefully planned 
and controlled: setbacks, 
public squares
Whole space is private property
Simulating the urbanism 
of a city that never 
existed
Dissolving the boundary 
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The city is presented as smooth, 
clean pleasant
The smoothness does 
not invite criticism or 
conflict, instead it 
renders passivity
A general condition of 
productivity exists at all 
times, in all spaces within 
the island
Neatly managed image of 
nature covering top of 
train station
Friendly barrier between 
nature set and plaza set
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inscribed on ground for 
subliminal stage  blocking
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The separation between work 
and non-work is dissolved
Canary Wharf is planned 
down to the last detail
Leaving a general condition of 
productivity at all times in all spaces
Maximizing human capital and the 
productive capacity beyond 40 hours
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Canary Wharf: Truth Games The Simulacrum constructs the Laborer
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Canary Wharf: Truth Games The Laborer is made Uncritical by the Simulacrum
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https://vimeo.com/383173141
password: hanneke
Canary Wharf: Film
Capital Imaginaries: Canary Wharf
The Uncritical Laborer
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Canary Wharf: Film Stills
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Hudson Yards
The Entertained Consumer
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Goldman Sachs pulls out of the 
development, Oxford Properties steps in 
2007
Related Companies and 4 other Developers formally submit bids 
for Hudson Yards site, Related’s anchor tenant is News Corp
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Stephen Ross studied tax law and briefly worked on Wallstreet before becoming his own boss
1970s
Related built 
low-income and 
social housing, 
becoming familiar 
with government 
bureaucracy and tax 
incentives.
1990s
Related 
Redeveloped 
Colombus Circle
+
+
S
IT
E December 4, 2012
Ocial groundbreaking
September 13, 2015
7 line extension opens
March 2014
Construction on east rail platform begins
October 2015
East rail platform finished
30 HY
December 3, 2007
Construction starts on the 7 
extension
Site in 2012
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“Probably the single most 
important economic project 
that this city has undertaken 
in decades”
Special zoning district created
Deregulating the area
Development boom in area surrounding Hudson Yards
2009
High Line opens
2008
Crisis boosts 
number of EB-5 
Regional Centers
Hudson Yards is Zoned for...
- 25,800,000 ft2 Class A oce space
- 20,000 Housing Units
- 2,000,000 ft2 Hotel
- 750-seat Public School
- 20 acres public open space
- 7-line Extension
1990
EB-5 Program is created as part of the 
Immigration Act of 1990
July 2010
The shed is unveiled the same day it 
receives a $100,000 grant from the 
National Endowment for the Arts
2010
Hudson Yards classified for Uniform Tax Exemption 
Policy (UTEP) exempting reale estate taxes to 
incentivize development
Spearheads the implementation of the City’s Hudson Yards development program with team of planning, development and construction professionals.
September 2017
$18 billion total funds raised 
for Hudson Yards
May 2019
Related sues labor union for $100 million 
for questionable work practices
2016
$600 million of EB-5 financing for 
Hudson Yards, the most funding ever 
received from the program
2019
Total of $1.2 billion EB-5 financing for 
Hudson Yards from phase 1 and 2 
combined
2019
$5 billion in total investment and tax breaks from 
the city for Hudson Yards
- $1.6 billion given by Empire State Development 
Corporation
- $2.4 billion spent on Subway extension project
- $1.2 billion for Hudson Park and Boulevard
Funding comes from multiple sources
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2004
NYC is ocially selected for the 
2012 Olympic bid
July 6, 2005
London chosen as the 
host for 2012 games
2001
Doctoro¤ begins campaigning New York for the bid 
for the 2012 Olympics.
Ross and Doctoro¤ knew each other 
as part-owners of the Islanders 
hockey team, were both from Detroit, 
and had both attended the University 
of Michigan
Pre - 2001
Many plans are made and 
scrapped for the West Side 
rail yards
Presidency marks the 
Neoliberal turn in 
American policy
- Privatization
- Deregulation
- Competition
2007
Tishman Speyer is selected
KPF Master PlanRoss and his towers
Spring 2008
Tishman Speyer wants to postpone 
payments so Related Companies, 
backed by Goldman Sachs, steps in 
leases the air rights for 99 years from 
the MTA in a $1 billion deal.
February 2009
Recession delays the deal until 
the economy recovers
+
June 21, 2004
Environmental impact study for Olympic 
development commissioned:
- new subway stop
- millions of oce and residential ft2
- a park 
November 17, 2004
$7.6 billion Olympic bid unveiled
Stadium planned for Hudson Yards location
June 6, 2005
Public Authorities Control Board vetoes 
Hudson Yards Stadium
 
Bloomberg hires McKinsey & 
Company to evaluate NYC’s 
market position
Campaigned NYC as a luxury city
8
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ve
41st St
30th St
January 19, 2005
City Council approves 
Hudson Yards Master 
plan for Olympic bid
December 22, 2009
City council approves the final 
rezoning for the west railroad of 
Hudson Yards
April 2013
MTA helped create “severable 
lease” structure that allowed for 
mezzanine loans, placing the lender 
on both the debt  and equity sides
April 2013
Related/Oxford obtained $475 
million construction loan from Coach 
and Starwood Property Group, made 
possible by “severable lease”
Michael Bloomberg Mayor of New York City
Hudson Yards Development Corporation
Ronald Regan
Michael Bloomberg CEO of Bloomberg L.P.
Daniel Doctoro Deputy Mayor of Economic Development and Rebuilding
Daniel Doctoro President of Bloomberg L.P.
Stephen Ross: Founder and Chairman of Related Companies
Daniel Doctoro and Google start Sidewalk Labs
June 6, 2005
Mets agree to build Citi Field in Queens, 
keeping Olympic dreams afloat
Central Park
Hudson Yards
Harlem Public Housing
EB-5 District
‘distressed urban area’ district 
drawn to qualify Hudson Yards for 
EB-5 funds
A means for foreigners to buy visas by investing in real estate
Foreigners who invest $500,000 to $1 million in U.S. real estate 
projects can purchase visas for their families
Intended as a way to jump start investment in rural areas and 
distressed urban areas
EB-5 visa applicants must invest a minimum of $500,000 in a 
project within a designated geographic area called a targeted 
employment area (TEA)
For an urban area to count as a TEA, it has to meet 150% of 
national unemployment
Rules for EB-5
EB-5 Visa Program
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Doctoro¤ begins campaigning New York for the bid 
for the 2012 Olympics.
Ross and Doctoro¤ knew each other 
as part-owners of the Islanders 
hockey team, were both from Detroit, 
and had both attended the University 
of Michigan
Pre - 2001
Many plans are made and 
scrapped for the West Side 
rail yards
Presidency marks the 
Neoliberal turn in 
American policy
- Privatization
- Deregulation
- Competition
2007
Tishman Speyer is selected
KPF Master PlanRoss and his towers
Spring 2008
Tishman Speyer wants to postpone 
payments so Related Companies, 
backed by Goldman Sachs, steps in 
leases the air rights for 99 years from 
the MTA in a $1 billion deal.
February 2009
Recession delays the deal until 
the economy recovers
+
June 21, 2004
Environmental impact study for Olympic 
development commissioned:
- new subway stop
- millions of oce and residential ft2
- a park 
November 17, 2004
$7.6 billion Olympic bid unveiled
Stadium planned for Hudson Yards location
June 6, 2005
Public Authorities Control Board vetoes 
Hudson Yards Stadium
 
Bloomberg hires McKinsey & 
Company to evaluate NYC’s 
market position
Campaigned NYC as a luxury city
8
th
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th
 A
ve
41st St
30th St
January 19, 2005
City Council approves 
Hudson Yards Master 
plan for Olympic bid
December 22, 2009
City council approves the final 
rezoning for the west railroad of 
Hudson Yards
April 2013
MTA helped create “severable 
lease” structure that allowed for 
mezzanine loans, placing the lender 
on both the debt  and equity sides
April 2013
Related/Oxford obtained $475 
million construction loan from Coach 
and Starwood Property Group, made 
possible by “severable lease”
Michael Bloomberg Mayor of New York City
Hudson Yards Development Corporation
Ronald Regan
Michael Bloomberg CEO of Bloomberg L.P.
Daniel Doctoro Deputy Mayor of Economic Development and Rebuilding
Daniel Doctoro President of Bloomberg L.P.
Stephen Ross: Founder and Chairman of Related Companies
Daniel Doctoro and Google start Sidewalk Labs
June 6, 2005
Mets agree to build Citi Field in Queens, 
keeping Olympic dreams afloat
Central Park
Hudson Yards
Harlem Public Housing
EB-5 District
‘distressed urban area’ district 
drawn to qualify Hudson Yards for 
EB-5 funds
A means for foreigners to buy visas by investing in real estate
Foreigners who invest $500,000 to $1 million in U.S. real estate 
projects can purchase visas for their families
Intended as a way to jump start investment in rural areas and 
distressed urban areas
EB-5 visa applicants must invest a minimum of $500,000 in a 
project within a designated geographic area called a targeted 
employment area (TEA)
For an urban area to count as a TEA, it has to meet 150% of 
national unemployment
Rules for EB-5
EB-5 Visa Program
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Stephen Ross studied tax law and briefly worked on Wallstreet before becoming his own boss
1970s
Related built 
low-income and 
social housing, 
becoming familiar 
with government 
bureaucracy and tax 
incentives.
1990s
Related 
Redeveloped 
Colombus Circle
+
+
S
IT
E December 4, 2012
Ocial groundbreaking
September 13, 2015
7 line extension opens
March 2014
Construction on east rail platform begins
October 2015
East rail platform finished
30 HY
December 3, 2007
Construction starts on the 7 
extension
Site in 2012
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“Probably the single most 
important economic project 
that this city has undertaken 
in decades”
Special zoning district created
Deregulating the area
Development boom in area surrounding Hudson Yards
2009
High Line opens
2008
Crisis boosts 
number of EB-5 
Regional Centers
Hudson Yards is Zoned for...
- 25,800,000 ft2 Class A oce space
- 20,000 Housing Units
- 2,000,000 ft2 Hotel
- 750-seat Public School
- 20 acres public open space
- 7-line Extension
1990
EB-5 Program is created as part of the 
Immigration Act of 1990
July 2010
The shed is unveiled the same day it 
receives a $100,000 grant from the 
National Endowment for the Arts
2010
Hudson Yards classified for Uniform Tax Exemption 
Policy (UTEP) exempting reale estate taxes to 
incentivize development
Spearheads the implementation of the City’s Hudson Yards development program with team of planning, development and construction professionals.
September 2017
$18 billion total funds raised 
for Hudson Yards
May 2019
Related sues labor union for $100 million 
for questionable work practices
2016
$600 million of EB-5 financing for 
Hudson Yards, the most funding ever 
received from the program
2019
Total of $1.2 billion EB-5 financing for 
Hudson Yards from phase 1 and 2 
combined
2019
$5 billion in total investment and tax breaks from 
the city for Hudson Yards
- $1.6 billion given by Empire State Development 
Corporation
- $2.4 billion spent on Subway extension project
- $1.2 billion for Hudson Park and Boulevard
Funding comes from multiple sources
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London chosen as the 
host for 2012 games
2001
Doctoro¤ begins campaigning New York for the bid 
for the 2012 Olympics.
Ross and Doctoro¤ knew each other 
as part-owners of the Islanders 
hockey team, were both from Detroit, 
and had both attended the University 
of Michigan
Pre - 2001
Many plans are made and 
scrapped for the West Side 
rail yards
Presidency marks the 
Neoliberal turn in 
American policy
- Privatization
- Deregulation
- Competition
2007
Tishman Speyer is selected
KPF Master PlanRoss and his towers
Spring 2008
Tishman Speyer wants to postpone 
payments so Related Companies, 
backed by Goldman Sachs, steps in 
leases the air rights for 99 years from 
the MTA in a $1 billion deal.
February 2009
Recession delays the deal until 
the economy recovers
+
June 21, 2004
Environmental impact study for Olympic 
development commissioned:
- new subway stop
- millions of oce and residential ft2
- a park 
November 17, 2004
$7.6 billion Olympic bid unveiled
Stadium planned for Hudson Yards location
June 6, 2005
Public Authorities Control Board vetoes 
Hudson Yards Stadium
 
Bloomberg hires McKinsey & 
Company to evaluate NYC’s 
market position
Campaigned NYC as a luxury city
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January 19, 2005
City Council approves 
Hudson Yards Master 
plan for Olympic bid
December 22, 2009
City council approves the final 
rezoning for the west railroad of 
Hudson Yards
April 2013
MTA helped create “severable 
lease” structure that allowed for 
mezzanine loans, placing the lender 
on both the debt  and equity sides
April 2013
Related/Oxford obtained $475 
million construction loan from Coach 
and Starwood Property Group, made 
possible by “severable lease”
Michael Bloomberg Mayor of New York City
Hudson Yards Development Corporation
Ronald Regan
Michael Bloomberg CEO of Bloomberg L.P.
Daniel Doctoro Deputy Mayor of Economic Development and Rebuilding
Daniel Doctoro President of Bloomberg L.P.
Stephen Ross: Founder and Chairman of Related Companies
Daniel Doctoro and Google start Sidewalk Labs
June 6, 2005
Mets agree to build Citi Field in Queens, 
keeping Olympic dreams afloat
Central Park
Hudson Yards
Harlem Public Housing
EB-5 District
‘distressed urban area’ district 
drawn to qualify Hudson Yards for 
EB-5 funds
A means for foreigners to buy visas by investing in real estate
Foreigners who invest $500,000 to $1 million in U.S. real estate 
projects can purchase visas for their families
Intended as a way to jump start investment in rural areas and 
distressed urban areas
EB-5 visa applicants must invest a minimum of $500,000 in a 
project within a designated geographic area called a targeted 
employment area (TEA)
For an urban area to count as a TEA, it has to meet 150% of 
national unemployment
Rules for EB-5
EB-5 Visa Program
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Stephen Ross studied tax law and briefly worked on Wallstreet before becoming his own boss
1970s
Related built 
low-income and 
social housing, 
becoming familiar 
with government 
bureaucracy and tax 
incentives.
1990s
Related 
Redeveloped 
Colombus Circle
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S
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Ocial groundbreaking
September 13, 2015
7 line extension opens
March 2014
Construction on east rail platform begins
October 2015
East rail platform finished
30 HY
December 3, 2007
Construction starts on the 7 
extension
Site in 2012
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“Probably the single most 
important economic project 
that this city has undertaken 
in decades”
Special zoning district created
Deregulating the area
Development boom in area surrounding Hudson Yards
2009
High Line opens
2008
Crisis boosts 
number of EB-5 
Regional Centers
Hudson Yards is Zoned for...
- 25,800,000 ft2 Class A oce space
- 20,000 Housing Units
- 2,000,000 ft2 Hotel
- 750-seat Public School
- 20 acres public open space
- 7-line Extension
1990
EB-5 Program is created as part of the 
Immigration Act of 1990
July 2010
The shed is unveiled the same day it 
receives a $100,000 grant from the 
National Endowment for the Arts
2010
Hudson Yards classified for Uniform Tax Exemption 
Policy (UTEP) exempting reale estate taxes to 
incentivize development
Spearheads the implementation of the City’s Hudson Yards development program with team of planning, development and construction professionals.
September 2017
$18 billion total funds raised 
for Hudson Yards
May 2019
Related sues labor union for $100 million 
for questionable work practices
2016
$600 million of EB-5 financing for 
Hudson Yards, the most funding ever 
received from the program
2019
Total of $1.2 billion EB-5 financing for 
Hudson Yards from phase 1 and 2 
combined
2019
$5 billion in total investment and tax breaks from 
the city for Hudson Yards
- $1.6 billion given by Empire State Development 
Corporation
- $2.4 billion spent on Subway extension project
- $1.2 billion for Hudson Park and Boulevard
Funding comes from multiple sources
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2012 Olympic bid
July 6, 2005
London chosen as the 
host for 2012 games
2001
Doctoro¤ begins campaigning New York for the bid 
for the 2012 Olympics.
Ross and Doctoro¤ knew each other 
as part-owners of the Islanders 
hockey team, were both from Detroit, 
and had both attended the University 
of Michigan
Pre - 2001
Many plans are made and 
scrapped for the West Side 
rail yards
Presidency marks the 
Neoliberal turn in 
American policy
- Privatization
- Deregulation
- Competition
2007
Tishman Speyer is selected
KPF Master PlanRoss and his towers
Spring 2008
Tishman Speyer wants to postpone 
payments so Related Companies, 
backed by Goldman Sachs, steps in 
leases the air rights for 99 years from 
the MTA in a $1 billion deal.
February 2009
Recession delays the deal until 
the economy recovers
+
June 21, 2004
Environmental impact study for Olympic 
development commissioned:
- new subway stop
- millions of oce and residential ft2
- a park 
November 17, 2004
$7.6 billion Olympic bid unveiled
Stadium planned for Hudson Yards location
June 6, 2005
Public Authorities Control Board vetoes 
Hudson Yards Stadium
 
Bloomberg hires McKinsey & 
Company to evaluate NYC’s 
market position
Campaigned NYC as a luxury city
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January 19, 2005
City Council approves 
Hudson Yards Master 
plan for Olympic bid
December 22, 2009
City council approves the final 
rezoning for the west railroad of 
Hudson Yards
April 2013
MTA helped create “severable 
lease” structure that allowed for 
mezzanine loans, placing the lender 
on both the debt  and equity sides
April 2013
Related/Oxford obtained $475 
million construction loan from Coach 
and Starwood Property Group, made 
possible by “severable lease”
Michael Bloomberg Mayor of New York City
Hudson Yards Development Corporation
Ronald Regan
Michael Bloomberg CEO of Bloomberg L.P.
Daniel Doctoro Deputy Mayor of Economic Development and Rebuilding
Daniel Doctoro President of Bloomberg L.P.
Stephen Ross: Founder and Chairman of Related Companies
Daniel Doctoro and Google start Sidewalk Labs
June 6, 2005
Mets agree to build Citi Field in Queens, 
keeping Olympic dreams afloat
Central Park
Hudson Yards
Harlem Public Housing
EB-5 District
‘distressed urban area’ district 
drawn to qualify Hudson Yards for 
EB-5 funds
A means for foreigners to buy visas by investing in real estate
Foreigners who invest $500,000 to $1 million in U.S. real estate 
projects can purchase visas for their families
Intended as a way to jump start investment in rural areas and 
distressed urban areas
EB-5 visa applicants must invest a minimum of $500,000 in a 
project within a designated geographic area called a targeted 
employment area (TEA)
For an urban area to count as a TEA, it has to meet 150% of 
national unemployment
Rules for EB-5
EB-5 Visa Program
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55 Hudson Yards
KPF + Kevin Roche
2019
KPF
2016
SOM
2019
Diller Scafidio + Renfro
2018
KPF
2019
KPF
2019
Thomas Hetherwick
2019
Diller Scafidio + Renfro
2018
Foster and Partners
2022
35 Hudson Yards 15 Hudson Yards
30 Hudson Yards The Shops and Restaurants
The Vessel
The Shed
50 Hudson Yards 10 Hudson Yards
Bank
Bank
New York State Housing 
Finance Agency 
( )
Law
Pharmaceuticals
Fitness and Wellness Center
212-room Hotel
Developer
Developer
Investment
Tech
Tech
Media
143 Apartments
Starting at $5 million
Average $11 million
285 Apartments
100 Aordable 
Apartments
Social Media
Beauty
Software
Infrastructure
Digital Infrastructure
Founder
Mangement Consulting
Luxury Goods
Law
Wealth Management
Wealth Management
Tech
Tech
Law
Trading
Related bought the site from Extell
Initial Owners
Coach bought oce condo for 
$750 million prior to construction 2016
Property’s debt was 
refinanced for $1.2 billion by
2016
Sold stake (44% ownership) 
to Allianz $420 million 2018
State Teachers Retirement 
System of Ohio purchased 
~20% for $432 million
2013
2014 
Mitsui purchased majority stake
2016 
Borrowed $1.2 billion in 
construction financing from
2012
Donated $15 million
2012
Nonprofit was formed to oversee 
construction and run building
2013
City donated $50 million 
Capital Grant Funding
Later raised to $75 million
2019
Total of $529 given in donations
The Bloomberg Building
40,000 ft2 exhibition space
25,000 ft2 “museum quality” space
Theater with seating for 500
Expandable 16,000 ft2 shell
When expanded, 16,000 ft2 of public 
space is closed off
2013
Doctoro becomes 
chairman
Stephen Ross: 
Board Member
2017
Donated $60 million
Owned by
2015
Borrowed $850 million in 
construction financing from
Tax-exempt bonds due to  
aordable housing 
Owned by
Land owned by
Government
Led charge on what to build
92% stake: $259 million
91.5% occupancy
Initial Owners
Funded by 
$200 million
WarnerMedia bought oce condo 
prior to construction
2015
Related receives a $690 
million loan for construction
2017
Related receives 
$3.8 billion in 
financing, including 
a $1.5 billion loan
2019
WarnerMedia executed a leaseback, 
selling their space for $2.2 billion
2019
Financed with a $1.43 billion 
commercial mortgage-backed 
security interest-only loan from
90% stake
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HUDSON YARDS
The Truth Games of
Documenting the 
Experience
Distracted Consumers
Tourists
Leisure
Objects of Consumption 
are the Spectacle
Option B: Blend in
Option A: Stand out 
(like this)
The City as Backdrop
Built for Instagram. 
Experience of Place.
Ground does not allow for 
stagnation. Keep moving.
Human capital is 
mined at all times
Hudson Yards is about 
the Experience
The Experience constructs
the Consumer
The Consumer is Entertained
by the Experience
The Experience enables Hudson Yards to construct 
The Entertained Consumer
Designed as an all-included 
neighborhood, based on 
polled experiences
Marketing/programming 
focused on newness and 
uniqueness
Everything is geared towards 
lifestyle: public square luxury 
hotel, dining, shopping, 
wellness
Urban life is commodified as a set 
of experiences,  public square, 
place, sleep
All time not spent working is 
colonized by consumption and 
entertainment
Constant distraction 
neutralizes subjects
The turnover rate of 
consumption reaches its 
peak in the experience, 
which must be continuously 
consumed to maintain 
lifestyle
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Aureli, Pier Vittorio: The Possibility of an Absolute Architecture
It is primarily the final chapter in The Possibility of an Absolute Architecture, The City Within the 
City, which is most resonant in my work. This chapter discusses the work of Oswald Mathias 
Ungers, OMA, and the Project of the City as Archipelago. Here, the monotonous force of 
urbanization (mobility, integration) is pitted against the singularity of the city, a site of confrontation 
and coexistence. Whereas an architecture of difference supports the infinite variation of 
commercial competition, true architecture can be a point of entry for the project of the city and 
what survives of its idea. Essentially, the book contrasts the global urbanization of capital with an 
idea of architecture as a singularity which stands apart from the monotonous fabric (though not 
in its ‘iconic’ form).
Baudrillard and Nouvel: The Singular objects of Architecture
Böhme, Gernot: The Aesthetics of Atmospheres
Chayka, Kyle: Welcome to Airspace (The Verge)
Subtitled, How Silicon Valley helps spread the same sterile aesthetic across the world, this article 
discusses the homogenized aesthetic of the yuppies. It names AirBnb as one of the platforms 
which has generated a ‘familiar-but-local’ aesthetic that transforms homes across the world to 
upper-middle-class Super 8s. The article cites apps such as Foursquare, which use algorithms 
to 
Cunningham: The Architecture of Money
Davis, Mike: Who Will Build the Ark
https://irows.ucr.edu/cd/courses/10/reader/New%20Left%20Review%20-%20Mike%20
Davis%20%20Who%20Will%20Build%20the%20Ark.htm
De Beistegui, Miguel: The End of Neoliberalism?
This text, derived from a talk given in 2009, is incredibly clear in the distinction between Neoliberal 
and Liberal political-economic ideologies. He makes the claim that a crash like 2008 is exactly 
what the Neoliberal system is set up to do. His talk counters the claims that 2008 was the “end” 
of Neoliberalism.   
https://medium.com/@arendt_center/the-end-of-neoliberalism-e62d99c9cedc
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Frampton, Kenneth: Critical Regionalism
Foucault, Michel: The Birth of Biopolitics
Gahl: How to Study Public Life
Hackworth, Jason: The Neoliberal City 
Harvey, David: A Brief History of Neoliberalism
This book is incredibly useful for the summarization of Neoliberalism’s history, objectives, and 
outputs. It identifies Neoliberalism as a long-standing project of the economic elite to reinstate 
class structures and consolidate wealth to the top of the pyramid. This is achieved through a 
rhetoric of freedom which appeals to basic human desires. This economic ideology has been 
incredibly successful in enlarging the wealth gap and reinstating power to the economic elite. 
This text makes very clear the theoretical objectives of neoliberalism and its real action.
Harvey, David: Spaces of Hope
Harvey, David: The Political Economy of Public Space
In this essay, Harvey uses the case study of Haussmanian Paris to describe the importance of 
the relation between public and quasi-public spaces (shops, cafes) in building the character of 
public space. He cites a prose poem by Baudelaire called ‘The Eyes of the Poor,’ which tells the 
story of misaligned experience between two lovers. When one sees a poor family watching him 
in an elite cafe along the boulevard, he is stricken with guilt. His lover, on the other hand, wrinkles 
her nose in disgust and asks the unsightly poor be removed. 
Hatherley, Owen. “The Architecture of Neoliberalism by Douglas Spencer Review – 
Privatising the World.” The Guardian, January 12, 2017.
This article offers a review of the book central to my research, The Architecture of Neoliberalism, 
by Douglas Spencer. The conclusion is what struck me as most interesting. The author implies 
that Schumacher and the voices of Neoliberalism are like the Marxists before the Soviet Union 
collapsed, and that post-crisis, Neoliberalism has taken on a more subversive form. He predicts 
the architecture will not be ruthless, but dull and disciplinarian.
Ibelings: Supermodernism
Jameson: PostModernism, The Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism
Petty, Josh: Escaping the Fog of Capital Realism
https://medium.com/@joshpetty_31591/escaping-the-fog-of-capitalist-realism-12aac2ee9f79
Rassmussen: PostFascism, The Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism
Schumacher, Patrik: Corporate Fields
Schumacher: Free Market Urbanism – Urbanism beyond Planning (Master Planning the 
Adaptive City)
Schumacher + Eisenman: I am trying to imagine… Log 28
In this interview of Patrik Schumacher by Peter Eisenman, the two discuss Schumacher’s goals 
of Parametricism. It is particularly in the end that the aims of Schumacher’s work come forward. 
He talks about parametric analysis as a tool for understanding free, rule-governed actors’ 
behavior in reaction to particular spatial conditions (carpet vs. hard floor). In this way, he claims 
the complexity of his work can steer subject within semiotics. Create a grammar for expected 
behavior. 
Sharma, Sarah: In the Meantime - Temporality and Cultural Politics
Speaks, Michael: Individualization without Identity
In this essay from 2002, Speaks contrasts Berci Florian’s proposal for the branding of cities 
with Rem Koolhaas’ theory of Blankness. Florian’s position is that urban development should 
be shaped by thematic identity, making surveys, focus-groups, and profiling the new tools of 
the urban planner. Cities must construct their identity that holds up as unique in the growing 
urban marketplace. In contrast, Koolhaas argues for blankness, painting identity as a restrictor 
of progress which produces caricatures. The generic city is the result when planning goes on 
autopilot (when the market rules the city). Speaks responds to these two points with the crisis of 
public space, which is no longer experienced as something social, but a commercial environment 
devoted to an individual’s construction of a ‘life of one’s own’. The solution for the city brander 
is that they must orchestrate a unique experience. Economies have shifted from products and 
service to the experience surrounding a product. 
Spencer, Douglas: The Architecture of Neoliberalism
This book has been incredibly influential as a starting point for tying Neoliberal ideology to 
Architecture. In his analysis, Spencer heralds FOA, OMA, and Zaha Hadid Architects as the 
horsemen of Neoliberal architecture. He breaks down their writing, which often refers back to 
Deleuz and Deleuzism, and frames their projects in terms of the Neoliberal agenda. Similarly he 
talks of the recent trend towards affect as a result of Neoliberalism.
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In this essay from 2002, Speaks contrasts Berci Florian’s proposal for the branding of cities 
with Rem Koolhaas’ theory of Blankness. Florian’s position is that urban development should 
be shaped by thematic identity, making surveys, focus-groups, and profiling the new tools of 
the urban planner. Cities must construct their identity that holds up as unique in the growing 
urban marketplace. In contrast, Koolhaas argues for blankness, painting identity as a restrictor 
of progress which produces caricatures. The generic city is the result when planning goes on 
autopilot (when the market rules the city). Speaks responds to these two points with the crisis of 
public space, which is no longer experienced as something social, but a commercial environment 
devoted to an individual’s construction of a ‘life of one’s own’. The solution for the city brander 
is that they must orchestrate a unique experience. Economies have shifted from products and 
service to the experience surrounding a product. 
Spencer, Douglas: The Architecture of Neoliberalism
This book has been incredibly influential as a starting point for tying Neoliberal ideology to 
Architecture. In his analysis, Spencer heralds FOA, OMA, and Zaha Hadid Architects as the 
horsemen of Neolib al architecture. He breaks down their writing, which often refers back to 
Deleuz and Deleuzism, and frames their projects in terms of the Neoliberal agenda. Similarly he 
talks of th  recent trend towards affect as a result of Neoliberalism.
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Aureli, Pier Vittorio: The Possibility of an Absolute Architecture
It is primarily the final chapter in The Possibility of an Absolute Architecture, The City Within the 
City, which is most resonant in my work. This chapter discusses the work of Oswald Mathias 
Ungers, OMA, and the Project of the City as Archipelago. Here, the monotonous force of 
urbanization (mobility, integration) is pitted against the singularity of the city, a site of confrontation 
and coexistence. Whereas an architecture of difference supports the infinite variation of 
commercial competition, true architecture can be a point of entry for the project of the city and 
what survives of its idea. Essentially, the book contrasts the global urbanization of capital with an 
idea of architecture as a singularity which stands apart from the monotonous fabric (though not 
in its ‘iconic’ form).
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Böhme, Gernot: The Aesthetics of Atmospheres
Chayka, Kyle: Welcome to Airspace (The Verge)
Subtitled, How Silicon Valley helps spread the same sterile aesthetic across the world, this article 
discusses the homogenized aesthetic of the yuppies. It names AirBnb as one of the platforms 
which has generated a ‘familiar-but-local’ aesthetic that transforms homes across the world to 
upper-middle-class Super 8s. The article cites apps such as Foursquare, which use algorithms 
to 
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Davis%20%20Who%20Will%20Build%20the%20Ark.htm
De Beistegui, Miguel: The End of Neoliberalism?
This text, derived from a talk given in 2009, is incredibly clear in the distinction between Neoliberal 
and Liberal political-economic ideologies. He makes the claim that a crash like 2008 is exactly 
what the Neoliberal system is set up to do. His talk counters the claims that 2008 was the “end” 
of Neoliberalism.   
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outputs. It identifies Neoliberalism as a long-standing project of the economic elite to reinstate 
class structures and consolidate wealth to the top of the pyramid. This is achieved through a 
rhetoric of freedom which appeals to basic human desires. This economic ideology has been 
incredibly successful in enlarging the wealth gap and reinstating power to the economic elite. 
This text makes very clear the theoretical objectives of neoliberalism and its real action.
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public space. He cites a prose poem by Baudelaire called ‘The Eyes of the Poor,’ which tells the 
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in an elite cafe along the boulevard, he is stricken with guilt. His lover, on the other hand, wrinkles 
her nose in disgust and asks the unsightly poor be removed. 
Hath rley, Owen. “Th  Architecture of Neoliberalism by Douglas Spencer Review – 
Privatising the World.” The Guardian, January 12, 2017.
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Where is This Going?
What makes working on this problem of ‘what are you going to 
do about it?’ so difficult is the inherent truth that the only thing 
that will successfully rupture Capitalism is Capitalism itself. And 
by no means is this event a pipe dream, our current epoch of 
Late Capitalism is running itself into ever more rapid cycles of 
crisis, and the virgin territory for expansion is running slim. If the 
Marxists are to be believed, capitalism will fail, and soon, but of 
course the question of what will come after may be worse. 
I would like to imagine this moment, when capital has pushed 
itself to its own limits, and speculate on how far it will have taken 
us. To follow the trajectory set out by today’s spaces of capital 
to its perfection. To lay the contradictions of capital bare to their 
own demise, so that one may see them plainly in their own life. 
A bit of an extended metaphor:
If capitalism is to be imagined as an archipelago of islands, 
connected by a web of bridges. The terrorist bombing of a single 
bridge, a single effect of capitalism, would do little to disrupt the 
system. Even a coordinated attack, bombing twenty bridges in 
one moment, can provide opportunity for capitalism to rebuild, 
hiring the bombers to design them bomb-proof. No, this would 
not disrupt the archipelago’s web.
There is, however, the natural force of the wind, which, when 
blown from an uncalculated direction, causes the bridges to 
slowly start to sway. That wind need not pick up, but simply 
continue its steady pressure, and the bridge’s sway will grow 
larger with every oscillation. If the wind continues to blow, the 
bridges will reach such force that they tear themselves apart, 
for they were not built properly to begin with. This is what I’m 
going for. If the inherent logics of capital (wind) continue to blow, 
the bridges will tear themselves apart. It makes me wonder what 
will its deck look like in that moment before it snaps? So that we 
might notice the subtle movements back and forth underneath 
our feet at this very moment. 
The films offer a first look into this world. They are shot in some 
of the most blatant spaces of Neoliberal ideology, and offer an 
eerie speculation on how these spaces naturalize that ideology. 
They show an eerie world of glass with deactivated protagonists 
stumbling through them. They show a clear served and servant 
class, boundaries, gates, cameras. 
Architecture as narrative becomes a powerful technique of 
critique in the radical projects of Superstudio and the thesis 
work of Koolhaas, Vreisendorp, E. Zenghelis, and Z. Zenghelis 
(among the other projects listed in references). My thesis will 
mirror their medium of world-building and radical future.
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